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This shirt fragment appears to 

be a textile from the Chancay 
civilization.  The Chancay inhabited the 
Chancay Valley in Pre-Columbian Peru, 
which is just north of present day Lima.  
It is made of dyed wool and has a 
pattern of what appears to be a frog or 
a toad running along the sides. The slit 
in the middle of the shirt fragment 
suggests that this textile was worn as a 
poncho style garment. 

 
 
 
The textile has distinct turquoise and orange colors, which are rarely seen in Pre-

Columbian Peruvian textiles.  However the Chancay were an incredibly advanced civilization in 
terms of their weaving ability, and the use of such dyes is associated with Chancay textiles and 
can be found in a number of their works.  The animal motif in this shirt fragment is presented in 
an anthropomorphic manner.  All four of its limbs are outstretched, not a position in which one 
would normally see a frog or toad.  This form of presenting creatures in a weaving pattern is 
something that is highly characteristic of the Chancay civilization and is seldom seen in the 
works of other Peruvian civilizations that flourished during the Pre-Columbian period. 

 
The Chancay civilization was a coastal one, primarily supporting itself through fishing.  

The amphibian design, commonly linked to water, which forms the pattern on the shirt 
fragment suggests that a fisherman wore it.  The animals that the Chancay normally 
incorporated into their textiles were birds, which makes this shirt fragment very unique.  The 
Chancay are known to have used incredibly sophisticated techniques, such as fine openwork 
gauze with knotted-in patterns in their weavings; sophisticated artistry that is not seen in the 
works of other Pre-Columbian Peruvian civilizations.  However, this shirt fragment appears to be 
rather uncomplicated, which suggests that it was a common, everyday piece of clothing.  It is 
unlikely that it was used in conjunction with a festive or religious celebration or ceremony.  The 
Chancay created high quality textiles that were amazingly durable; this combined with the 
desert climate in which the shirt fragment was kept enabled it to stay in relatively good 
condition. 
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